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SUMMARY
The symmetric boundary element method, based on the Galerkin hypotheses, has found an application in
the nonlinear analysis of plasticity and in contact-detachment problems, but both dealt with separately. In
this paper, we want to treat these complex phenomena together as a linear complementarity problem.
A mixed variable multidomain approach is utilized in which the substructures are distinguished into
macroelements, where elastic behavior is assumed, and bem-elements, where it is possible that plastic strains
may occur. Elasticity equations are written for all the substructures, and regularity conditions in weighted
(weak) form on the boundary sides and in the nodes (strong) between contiguous substructures have to be
introduced, in order to attain the solving equation system governing the elastoplastic-contact/detachment
problem. The elastoplasticity is solved by incremental analysis, called for active macro-zones, and uses the
well-known concept of self-equilibrium stress field here shown in a discrete form through the introduction
of the influence matrix (self-stress matrix). The solution of the frictionless contact/detachment problem was
performed using a strategy based on the consistent formulation of the classical Signorini equations rewritten
in discrete form by utilizing boundary nodal quantities as check elements in the zones of potential contact
or detachment. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The boundary element method (BEM) has been utilized by several researches to deal with the elasto-
plastic contact problem in two-dimensional (2D) [1–6] and in three-dimensional (3D) space [7],
working inside the collocation strategy through an iterative approach, but the non-symmetry of the
operators employed suggests a formulation having the characteristics of symmetry.
This symmetric formulation, born in the last two decades of the previous millennium, was treated
from the theoretical point of view, but only a few simple applications were shown, mainly because of
the computational drawbacks due to the presence of strong singularities in the kernels of the double
integrals characterizing the coefficients of the solving equation system. Recently, several of these
drawbacks have been overcome, thus giving the possibility to perform all those research actions to
make the BEM symmetric formulation more competitive.
In order to clarify the growth process of this formulation in the fields of mechanics, an Appendix
has been introduced in this paper.
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The present paper shows a strategy to perform the elastoplastic-contact/detachment analysis using
the Symmetric Boundary Element Method in a simultaneous analysis obtained by solving the non-
linear problems of elastoplasticity and contact detachment by using the linear complementarity
problem (LCP) in an incremental approach.
Elastoplastic problem. This research uses an approach for active macro-zones shown by the
present authors as an incremental elastoplastic analysis problem in [8] and as a limit analysis in
[9]. The approach for active macro-zones shows a more rational and innovatory strategy regarding
both the theoretical and computational aspects of the symmetric Galerkin boundary element method
(SGBEM).
In the plastic analysis carried out using the symmetric BEM, it is necessary to distinguish a com-
puting phase for the elastic response to all the actions, including the volumetric ones (body forces
and plastic strains), and a subsequent phase for plastic strain evaluation, stored during the loading
process [8].
In a first phase the Somigliana Identities (SIs) of the displacements and the tractions, both
evaluated on the boundary, are employed through a weighting process, based on the Galerkin
hypotheses. In the subsequent phase the stresses have to be evaluated in each bem-element and
a predictor–corrector process has to be performed in order to evaluate the plastic strains stored in
the bem-elements where the stress violates the elastic yield domain.
In both phases, strong singular integrals are involved in the domain integrals when stresses and
tractions caused by volumetric actions have to be evaluated [10–13].
Contact-detachment problem. On the basis of the boundary integral method, in its symmetric for-
mulation, the frictionless unilateral contact between two elastic bodies was studied according to the
Signorini formulation [14]. A boundary discretization by boundary elements of the two bodies in
contact leads to an algebraic formulation in the form of a LCP, discussed by several authors [15–17].
Elastoplasticity and contact detachment. The analysis of two bodies in contact having elastoplas-
tic behavior can be performed simultaneously, using an LCP analysis, alternating the contact-
detachment phenomenon with the plasticity one. This proves to be advantageous when this analysis
is carried out through the symmetric BEM, mainly for two reasons:
the contact-detachment process proves to have immediate execution because it is carried out
through comparison between generalized quantities evaluated along the boundary elements and the
reference values in weighted form;
at every step characterizing the previous phase, an elastoplastic analysis is made in accordance
with the predictor–corrector strategy.
2. ELASTOPLASTIC-CONTACT/DETACHMENT ANALYSIS BY BIEM
(CONTINUUM APPROACH)
The solution of the elastoplastic-contact/detachment problem can be obtained by considering the
two subproblems separately, that is, elastoplasticity and contact/detachment. Both these problems
are nonlinear: the plasticity physically and the contact/detachment geometrically. The nonlinear
nature of these problems demands the use of an iterative strategy to define the correction conditions
(contact or detachment) at every point on the boundary and the value of the plastic strain increment
where the yield conditions have been disregarded. A direct approach can be used to analyze the
contact/detachment problem [17] and to study the plastic phenomenon as a limit analysis [9].
The equations governing the elastoplastic-contact/detachment problem inside a continuum
approach are the following:
 the integral equations satisfying the boundary and domain conditions,
 the Signorini equations regarding the contact/detachment conditions rewritten as LCP, and
 the constitutive relations for rate-independent plasticity.
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2.1. Boundary integral equations
Let a body having domain  and boundary  be subjected to domain and boundary actions, the
latter without any difference between known and unknown quantities. We deal with the analy-
sis of this body by considering both the physical nonlinearity (plasticity) and the geometrical
(contact/detachment), through a step-by-step analysis.
For this purpose, the SIs have to be introduced:
u D
Z

Guuf d C
Z

Gut .u/ d C
Z

Guu Nb d C
Z

Gu©pd (1a)
t D
Z

Gtuf d C
Z

Gt t .u/ d C
Z

Gtu Nb d C
Z

Gt©pd (1b)
¢ D
Z

Gufd C
Z

Gt .u/ d C
Z

Gu Nb d C
Z

G©pd (1c)
These provide the displacements, tractions and stresses in the unbounded domain caused by lay-
ered mechanical jumps f and double-layered kinematical ones .u/, both acting along the boundary
 , as well as by body forces Nb and volumetric inelastic actions ©p in . The operators Gpq are
the Fundamental Solution matrices, whose symbology was introduced by Polizzotto in [18, 19]: the
sub-indices p D u, t ,  and q D u, t ,  indicate the effect and the dual quantity in an energetic sense
associated with the cause, respectively.
The body is subjected to actions in its plane: forces Nf2 at the portion 2 of free boundary, dis-
placements Nu1 imposed at the portion 1 of constrained boundary, body forces Nb and plastic strains
©p in .
In the hypothesis that the physical and geometrical characteristics of the body are zone-wise
variables, an appropriate subdivision of the domain into substructures has to be introduced. This
subdivision involves the introduction of interface boundaries 0 between contiguous substruc-
tures, distinguished into macroelements having merely elastic behavior and bem-elements having
elastoplastic behavior.
We want to obtain the elastic response to the external actions in terms of displacements u2 on 2
and reactive forces f1 on 1, but also in terms of displacements u0 and tractions t0 on the interface
boundary 0 and of the stresses ¢ in the domain of each bem-element by using the mixed variable
multidomain SGBEM approach [20, 21]. Equations (1a) and (1b) are utilized in order to obtain,
through the employment of weighted quantities according to the Galerkin strategy, the algebraic
operator coefficients necessary to perform the analysis phase; Equation (1c) is utilized to provide
the stress state at the Gauss points in the post-processing phase.
Equation (1) provide the problem solution inside the boundary integral equation method (BIEM)
through the following Dirichlet and Neumann conditions:
u1 D Nu1 on 1
t2 D Nf2 on 2
(2a,b)
and through the regularity conditions between substructures
tA0 D tB0 on 0
uA0 D uB0 on 0
(3a,b)
where A and B are two contiguous substructures, and where by 1, 2 and 0 denote the
constrained, free and interface boundaries, respectively.
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2.2. Contact/detachment conditions
Let the homogeneous elastic 2D solid bodies A and B be subjected to imposed displacements Nu1
on 1, to boundary forces Nf2 on 2, to body forces Nb in  and to plastic strains ©p in . We sup-
pose that friction does not occur between the two bodies and that only simple contact or detachment
is possible.
Let us introduce the coefficient c characterizing the cohesion between the boundaries in contact
A0 and B0 , in the zone of potential detachment, and the distance vector h representing the distance
between the corresponding points (reference gap) on the boundary nodes of A2 and B2 , in the zone
of potential contact.
Let us denote
 by tA0 D  tB0 the stress vector acting between the contact points on the boundaries A0 and B0 ,
respectively, tA2 D tB2 D 0 being verified on the free boundaries A2 and B2 , and
 by uA2 ¤ uB2 the displacement vectors at the detached boundaries A2 and B2 , uA0 D uB0 being
equal quantities between the displacements of the contact points on the common boundaries
A0 and B0 .
The boundary conditions of the contact-detachment problem are the following:
nA2

uA2  uB2
  h 6 0 , c D 0 gap condition (4a)
nA0 t
A
0  c 6 0 , h D 0 contact condition (4b)

nA2

uA2  uB2
  h nA2 tA2  D 0 complementarity condition on 2 (4c)

nA0

uA0  uB0
 
nA0 t
A
0  c
 D 0 complementarity condition on 0 (4d)
valid at every point on the boundary, where nA2 and nA0 are the transposes of the normal vectors
associated with the boundary A2 and A0 of the body A, respectively.
The detachment process is the following:
in the boundary zone marked by 0, where the contact between the two bodies occurs
.c>0, h D 0/, the following conditions must be verified: nA0

uA0  uB0
 D 0 and nA0 tA0 6 c.
The detachment phenomenon is checked through the value assumed by the traction tA0 . Indeed,
it occurs when the external action change produces a traction tA0 whose value satisfies the condition
nA0 t
A
0 > c, c being the limit value. Therefore the latter condition must be considered as the begin-
ning of the detachment process. In this case, the point in contact is divided into two points belonging
to the bodies A and B , and, as a consequence, it causes the rise of new free boundaries A2 and B2 .
The contact process is the following:
Vice versa, in the boundary zone marked by 2, where there is no contact between the two bodies
.c D 0, h > 0/, the following conditions have to be verified: nA2

uA2  uB2

6 nA2 h and nA2 tA2 D 0.
The contact phenomenon is checked through the values assumed by the displacements uA2 and uB2 of
the boundaries A2 and B2 : indeed, it occurs when the external action change causes values of the
displacements uA2 and uB2 to satisfy the following condition: nA

uA2  uB2

> nAh. Therefore the
latter condition must be considered as the beginning of the contact process. In this case the points
on A2 and B2 become connected at a single point, and, as a consequence, this causes the rise of a
new contact zone 0.
2.3. Constitutive relations for rate-independent plasticity and return mapping algorithm
The governing equations of classical plasticity will now be briefly summarized.
The stress vector is related to the elastic strain .©  ©p/ through the standard elasticity tensor D,
that is,
¢ D D .©  ©p/ (5)
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The essential feature that characterizes the plastic constitutive law is that the stress must belong to
the space of the admissible stresses:
F Œ  6 0 (6)
F being the yield function.
The irreversible part of the plastic process is given by the evolution of the plastic strain P©p . The
evolution laws, called flow rule, can be defined by the following incremental law:
P©p D @¢F Œ¢ P (7)
where P is the increment of the plastic multiplier and is defined by means of the following
loading/unloading conditions:
P > 0 , F Œ¢ 6 0 , F Œ¢ P D 0 (8a-c)
Let us consider the classical theory developed by Simo and Hughes [22], based on the elastoplastic
operator split, where the implicit-backward Euler scheme is applied to Equation (7). The following
equations, governing the elastoplastic analysis, can be obtained for the elastic predictor:
¢nC1 D ¢n C ¢nC1 (9)
and for the plastic corrector:
²
¢nC1 D ¢nC1  D@¢nC1F Œ¢nC1 nC1
F Œ¢nC1 D 0 (10)
 being the plastic multiplier increment.
It is important to note that the same result can be obtained through the extremal path theory
[23, 24] or by the closest point return mapping algorithm [22].
The indices n and n C 1 represent the previous and current load steps, and ¢ the elastic (trial)
stress. In the hypothesis of a plane strain state, Equation (10) represents a nonlinear equation system
in the unknowns ¢nC1, nC1.
In particular, with regard to the case of a 2D continuous solid and in the hypothesis of a plane
strain condition, initial strain approach, associated plastic flow and von Mises yield law, Equation
(10) can be rewritten in the following form:
²
¢nC1  ¢nC1 C DM¢nC1nC1 D 0
1
2
¢TnC1M¢nC1  2y D 0
(11)
¢y being the yield stress and M a matrix of constants [24].
Equations (1)–(4) and (11) characterize the nonlinear elastoplastic-contact/detachment problem
inside the continuum type approach.
3. THE DISCRETE APPROACH OF THE ELASTOPLASTIC-CONTACT/DETACHMENT
ANALYSIS BY MULTIDOMAIN SYMMETRIC GALERKIN BEM
In this section, the same problems, described in the continuum field, have to be rewritten in the
following inside a discrete approach using the multidomain SGBEM.
In order to perform the nonlinear analysis of an elastoplastic-contact/detachment problem, the
discrete equations obtained will be modified in a substantial way through a strong variable conden-
sation process, giving rise to some matricial relations, which connect the nodal displacements U2
on 2, the nodal forces F0 on 0 and the stresses ¢ at the Gauss points, characterizing the contact,
the detachment and plasticity phenomena, respectively, all as functions of the plastic strains ©p and
of the load multiplier ˇ, that is,
U2 D U2 Œ©p , ˇ contact (12a)
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F0 D F0 Œ©p , ˇ detachment (12b)
¢ D ¢ Œ©p , ˇ elastoplasticity (12c)
The methodology will utilize some incremental procedures such as the LCP. In detail: Equation
(12a) will be utilized for contact problem, Equation (12b) for the detachment one and lastly Equation
(12c) in an approach for active macro-zones will characterize the elastoplastic problems.
3.1. Multidomain symmetric Galerkin BEM
This section shows a detailed description of the procedure utilized to obtain, through the
SGBEM applied to multidomain problems, three elasticity equations governing the elastoplastic-
contact/detachment problem.
The bodies into Figure 1 are discretized into macroelements and bem-elements. The generic sub-
structure is characterized by the boundary  distinguished into three parts, free 2, constrained 1
and interface 0, but generally not all present.
If we introduce the SI of the displacements, tractions and stresses (Equations (1a) and (1b)) inside
the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions (Equation (2a) and (2b)), the following boundary integral
equations can be obtained:
u1 Œf1, u2, f0, u0 C u1 Œ©p C u1
Nf2, NuPV1 , Nb C 12 Nu1 D Nu1
t2 Œf1, u2, f0, u0 C t2 Œ©p C t2
NfPV2 , Nu1, Nb C 12 Nf2 D Nf2 (13a,b)
where a symbolic form has been used and where the typologies of the boundary are characterized
by the pedeses introduced in the displacement and force vectors.
It is necessary to define the unknowns u0 and t0, related to the interface boundary 0 through the
following SI:
u0 D u0

f1, u2, f0, uPV0
 C 1
2
u0 C u0 Œ©p C u0
Nf2, Nu1, Nb
t0 D t0

f1, u2, fPV0 , u0
 C 1
2
t0 C t0 Œ©p C t0
Nf2, Nu1, Nb (14a,b)
Figure 1. The body subdivided into substructures.
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and to introduce the stress field in the subdomain  of the bem-element being examined:
¢ D ¢ Œf1, u2, f0, u0 C ¢ Œ©p C ¢
Nf2, Nu1, Nb (15)
The terms u0
uPV  and t0 tPV  define the integrals as Cauchy principal values (CPVs), and
the terms where 1=2 occurs are the corresponding free terms.
It is to be noted that Equations (13a) and (13b), and (14a) and (14b) were computed on a smooth
boundary.
Equation (13a) and (13b) have to be rewritten in a different way:
u1 Œf1, u2, f0, u0 C u1 Œ©p C u1
Nf2, NuPV1 , Nb  12 Nu1 D 0
t2 Œf1, u2, f0, u0 C t2 Œ©p C t2
NfPV2 , Nu1, Nb  12 Nf2 D 0 (16a,b)
whereas Equations (14a) and (14b), and (15) remain unchanged.
In the previous integral Equations (14), (15) and (16), ©p is the plastic strain vector, whose
evaluation strategy is defined in the next section.
We introduce the boundary discretization into the boundary elements by performing the following
modeling of all the known and unknown quantities:
f1 D ‰f F1 , Nf2 D ‰f NF2 , f0 D ‰f F0 , u2 D ‰uU2 , Nu1 D ‰u NU1 , u0 D ‰uU0 , ©p D ‰pp
(17a–g)
where ‰f and ‰u are appropriate matrices of shape functions regarding the boundary quantities,
whereas ‰p are domain shape functions used to model the volumetric plastic strains. Further, the
capital letters indicate the nodal vectors of the forces (F1, NF2 and F0/ and of the displacements
( NU1, U2 and U0/ defined on the boundary nodes.
We now perform the weighting of all the coefficients of Equations (14) and (16). For this purpose,
the same shape functions as those modeling the causes are employed, but introduced in an energeti-
cally dual way in accordance to the Galerkin approach [18, 19, 25, 26], thus obtaining the following
generalized equations:Z
1
§Tf .u1  Nu1/ D 0 ,
Z
2
§Tu

t2  Nf2
 D 0 , W0 D
Z
0
§Tf u0 , P0 D
Z
0
§Tu t0 (18a–d)
where Equation (18a) and (18b) symbolize the weighted forms of the Dirichlet and Neumann con-
ditions, whereas Equation (18c) and (18d) are the weighted response in terms of displacements and
tractions on the interface boundaries.
Equations (18a)–(18d) and (15) are rewritten in the following symbolic form:
0 D W1 ŒF1, U2, F0, U0 C W1 Œp C ˇ OW1
0 D P2 ŒF1, U2, F0, U0 C P2 Œp C ˇ OP2
W0 D W0 ŒF1, U2, F0, U0 C W0 Œp C ˇ OW0
P0 D P0 ŒF1, U2, F0, U0 C P0 Œp C ˇ OP0
9>>>>=
>>>>;
Symmetric BEM
¢ D ¢ ŒF1, U2, F0, U0 C ¢ Œp C ˇ Ol
±
Collocation BEM
(19a–e)
where the load multiplier ˇ of the external actions has been introduced
In this way, it is possible to obtain the following block system regarding Equation (19a)–(19d):
(20)
In the latter block equation the matrix is symmetric. Moreover, the submatrices Aij and the sub-
vectors W, P are formed by coefficients obtained through a double integration according to the
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SGBEM strategy. In detail, the first and second rows of the equation system represent the Dirichlet
and Neumann conditions written in weighted form W1  NW1 D 0 and P2  NP2 D 0. The remain-
ing rows regard the weighting of the displacements and tractions at the interface zones. The term
NAu0f 0 D NATf 0u0 includes the weighting of the CPV integrals and of the corresponding free terms.
The stress field is given by the following SI:
¢ D
Z
1
Gu‰f d  F1C
Z
2
Gt‰u d  .U2/C
Z
0
Gu‰f d  F0C
Z
0
Gt‰u d  .U0/ C
C
Z

G‰pd  p C ˇ
Z

Gu Nb dC
Z
2
Gu‰f d  NF2 C
Z
1
Gt‰ud 
 NU1

(21a)
which translates in extensive form the Equation (19e). This latter, written in matricial form, takes
one the form:
(21b)
where the small letters are matrices containing coefficients obtained in accordance with collocation
BEM.
In order to analyze the plastic phenomenon, the domain is discretized by introducing several
bem-elements in the zones where the plastic strains have to be stored during the load–unload
process.
In Equation (20), some coefficients show singular or hyper-singular kernels. These difficulties
have been overcome within the SGBEM approach by using different techniques. We can mention
the strategies of Bonnet [27], Frangi and Novati [28], Panzeca et al. [26], Terravecchia [29] and
Holzer [30].
In Equation (21a), the singularities regard the coefficients of the matrix a located on the diag-
onal, the latter providing the stress at the Gauss points due to plastic strain distribution ©p D ‰p p
in the same bem-elements. These integrals can be considered as CPVs with which the Bui free term
[31] is associated. Otherwise, it is possible to employ the regularization technique with the aim of
cutting off the strong singularity, followed by the radial integral method [10, 11] in order to permit
the transformation of the domain integrals into boundary ones. This strategy has to be used in each
bem-elements. The reader can refer to Panzeca et al. [12] and Zito et al. [13] for a more detailed
discussion of the computational aspects and the related implementation techniques.
Equations (20) and (21b) can be expressed in compact form as follows:
0 D A X C A0 X0 C A p C ˇ OL
Z0 D AT0 X C A00 X0 C A0 p C ˇ OL0
¢ D a X C a0 X0 C a p C ˇ Ol
(22a-c)
where
(23a-e)
The vector Z0 collects the generalized (or weighted) displacement W0 and traction P0 subvectors
defined at the interface boundaries, obtained as the response to all the known and unknown actions,
regarding the boundary and domain quantities. The vector ¢ collects the stresses, computed at the
Gauss points, due to the same known and unknown actions.
By performing variable condensation through the replacement of the vector X extracted from
Equation (22a) into Equation (22b) and (22c), one obtains
Z0 D D00X0 C D0p C ˇ OZ0
¢ D d0X0 C dp C ˇ O¢ (24a,b)
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where one sets
D00 D AT0 A1A0  A00 , D0 D AT0 A1A C A0 , OZ0 D AT0 A1 OL C OL0 ,
d0 D aA1A0  a0 , d D aA1a C a , O¢ D aA1 OL C Ol (25a-f)
Equation (24a) and (24b) are two elasticity equations referring to each bem-elements. They relate
the generalized (or weighted) displacements and tractions Z0 defined on the interface boundary 0
and the stresses ¢ at the Gauss point of the bem-elements domain to the interface mechanical and
kinematical nodal quantities X0, to the plastic strains p and to the load vectors OZ0 and O¢ . Moreover
D00, D0 , d0, d are appropriate stiffness matrices of the bem-elements.
We start by subdividing the body into m bem-elements and by considering Equation (24a) and
(24b) for each of these elements. Thus, we obtain two global relations related to all the bem-elements
considered, that is,
(26a,b)
or in compact form
Z0 D D00X0 C D0p C ˇ OZ0
¢ D d0X0 C dp C ˇ O¢
(27a,b)
formally equal to Equation (24a) and (24b), but regarding all the bem-elements in global form.
We introduce the nodal interface vector —0 of the mechanical and kinematical unknowns related
to the assembled system and perform a suitable nodal variable condensation through the matrices of
equilibrium LT and of compatibility N, respectively:
(28)
The latter relation has to be considered as a strong regularity condition, that is,
Fj0 D FjC10 D F0
Uj0 D UjC10 D U0
(29)
with j D 1, : : : , m the generic bem-elements, Lj T being full by 1, -1 and 0, and Nj full by 1
and 0.
The same transposed matrices Lj and NjT define the weighted equilibrium and compatibility,
respectively.
(30)
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The latter relation has to be considered as a weak regularity condition, that is,
Wj0 D WjC10
Pj0 D PjC10
(31a,b)
Equations (29) and (31) have to be considered respectively as strong and weak coupling conditions
of Equations (3a) and (3b) for a multidomain SGBEM problem.
The compact forms of Equations (28) and (30) introduced in Equation (27a) and (27b) give rise
to the following relations:
K00—0 C K0p C ˇOf0 D 0
¢ D k0—0 C kp C ˇ O¢
(32a,b)
where the following positions are valid:
K00 D ET D00E , K0 D ET D0 , Of0 D ET OZ0 , k0 D d0E , k D d (33)
Introducing a new variable condensation through the replacement of the —0 vector extracted from
Equation (32a) into Equation (32b), the self-equilibrium stress equation is obtained:
¢ D Kp C ˇ O¢s (34)
where
K D k0K100 K0 C k , O¢s D k0K100 Of0 C O¢ (35a,b)
Equation (34) provides the stress at the Gauss points of each bem-elements as a function of the
plastic strains p and of the external actions O¢s , the latter amplified by ˇ. K is defined as a self-stress
influence matrix, fully populated, not symmetric and semidefined negative [8, 9]. The evaluation of
this matrix only involves the elastic characteristic of the material and the structure geometry.
Briefly, the three elastic equations obtained inside the multidomain SGBEM formulation able to
provide the solution of the elastoplasticity-contact/detachment problem are the following:
X D A1

R0p C ˇOfx
	
—0 D K100

K0p C ˇOf0
	
¢ D Kp C ˇ O¢s
(36a-c)
where Equation (36a) is obtained utilizing the condensation (28), and the vector —0 given by (36b)
in Equation (22a).
In Equation (36a), the following definitions are valid:
R0 D A0EK100 K0 C A , Ofx D A0EK100 Of0 C OL (37a,b)
All Equation (36a)–(36c) are exclusively functions of the plastic strains p stored during the
loading/unloading process and of the load multiplier ˇ.
A characteristic aspect of the present formulation consists in the separate use of these equations to
obtain the solution of the elastoplasticity-contact/detachment problem through an iterative approach.
Summarizing:
 Equation (36a) is utilized to solve the contact problem: indeed, for each substructure, the vector
X D j F1 U2 jT collects the nodal forces F1 of the constrained boundary 1 and the nodal
displacements U2, changed in sign, of the free boundary 2, the latter being the check quan-
tities governing the contact problem, when these are compared with the other displacements
U2 of the contiguous substructure.
 Equation (36b) is utilized to solve the detachment problem: indeed, the vector —0 D
j F0 U0 jT collects the nodal disclacements U0, changed in sign, of the interface bound-
ary 0 and the nodal forces F0 of the same boundary, the latter being the check quantities
governing the detachment problem.
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 Lastly, Equation (36c), called the self-stress equation, is utilized inside the elastoplasticity field.
The use of Equation (36), characterizing a geometrical and physical nonlinear problem, is able to
provide the full solution of the elastoplasticity-contact/detachment problem, following an approach
such as an incremental strategy. In the following subsections, the algorithms and the strategies uti-
lized in solving the subproblems of contact/detachment, through the use of the discrete Signorini
conditions, and the elastoplasticity subproblem, through a predictor–corrector strategy for active
macro-zones, are shown.
3.2. Incremental contact/detachment via multidomain symmetric Galerkin BEM
Inside the SGBEM topic, to reach the analytical solution to this frictionless contact-detachment
problem, an iterative LCP procedure can be employed once the elastic analysis has been performed
using Equation (36a) and (36b).
For this purpose, it has to be remembered that the unknown vectors F0, UA2 and UB2 are referred
to the nodes of the in-contact boundary and to the nodes of the detached one. These check quantities
can be obtained by Equation (36a) and (36b). The vector F0 represents the nodal forces of the body
A, computed in the boundary zone 0, and the vectors UA2 and UB2 represent the nodal displacements
of the boundaries of A2 and B2 .
With reference to the system of the two in-contact bodies, whose boundaries are discretized
into boundary elements, Equation (4a)–(4d) characterizing the boundary conditions of the phe-
nomenon being examined can be rewritten in a very similar way. Indeed, the nodal boundary vectors
F0 D FA0 D FB0 ,
UA2  and UB2 , changed in sign, must substitute the vectors tA0 , uA2 and uB2 ,
the latter being defined at each point on the boundary. Therefore,
NA2

UA2  UB2
  H 6 0 , C D 0 gap condition (38a)
NA0 F0  C 6 0 , H D 0 contact condition (38b)

NA2

UA2  UB2
  H NA2 F2 D 0 complementarity condition on2 (38c)

NA0

UA0  UB0
 
NA0 F0  C
 D 0 complementarity condition on0 (38d)
with NA0 and NA2 collecting the transposes of the normal vectors associated with the boundary nodes
of the contact elements and of the detached elements, respectively.
All the mechanical and kinematical nodal quantities are referred to the load increment .n C 1/.
The vector H collects all the weighted nodal gaps between the corresponding sides of the bound-
aries A2 and B2 considered, in the zone of potential contact, whereas the vector C collects the
weighted cohesion between the sides, which are in contact, in the zone of potential detachment 0.
3.3. Incremental elastoplastic analysis via multidomain symmetric Galerkin BEM
A brief description of the strategy utilized for incremental elastoplastic analysis via multidomain
SGBEM, called elastoplastic macro-zone analysis, is provided in this section. The complete version
can be found in [8]. For each loading step and at each bem-elements, this analysis uses Equation
(34) both to evaluate the trial stresses in the predictor phase and to compute the plastic strains in the
corrector phase.
Let us start by evaluating the trial stresses, that is, the purely elastic response at the load step
n C 1 in each of m bem-elements of the discretized body. For this purpose Equation (34) provides
all the predictors ¢
.nC1/ as functions of the plastic strain vector p.n/, stored at step n, and of all the
increments p inside step n C 1, and of the external load O¢s , amplified by ˇ.nC1/:
¢.nC1/ D Kp.nC1/ C ˇ.nC1/ O¢s with p.nC1/ D p.n/ C p (39)
where ˇ.nC1/ D ˇ.n/ Cˇ is the load factor, and the K matrix is fully populated and regards all the
bem-elements, the locus of possible nonlinear phenomena, obtained through domain discretization.
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A check on the plastic consistency condition of the stresses, computed at appropriately chosen
points inside each bem-elements, is performed using the yield condition expressed in this context
through the von Mises law, that is,
F
h
¢i.nC1/
i
D 1
2
¢Ti.nC1/M¢

i.nC1/  2y 6 0 with i D 1 : : : m (40)
where M is a matrix of constants, and y is the uniaxial yield stress. In the a bem-elements (with
a 6 m/ where this inequality is violated, a return mapping phase occurs in order to evaluate the
plastic strains and the direction of the plastic flow.
This phase, called the corrector phase, uses the first term of Equation (34) to obtain the elasto-
plastic solution at every bem-elements where the plastic consistency condition is violated. In this
phase, the vector ¢ , representing the end-step stress, and the increment of the volumetric plastic
strain vector p, are unknown quantities. The latter are the plastic strains to be imposed at every
plastically active bem-elements in order to obtain the stress on the yield boundary of the elastic
domain, characterized by the direction of the plastic flow. Obviously, inside each loading step, the
macro-zone elastoplastic analysis requires the corrector phase to be repeated until all the predictors
satisfy the plastic consistency conditions.
In detail, for each active h bem-element (h D 1, : : : , a/, the elastoplastic algorithm allows
one to write a nonlocal system at the n C 1 load step simultaneously in all the plastically active
bem-elements, defining the macro-zones, identified in the previous predictor phase, that is,
¢a.nC1/ D ¢a.nC1/ C Kaapa.nC1/ (41)
F

¢a.nC1/

6 0 , ƒa.nC1/ > 0 , ƒa.nC1/F

¢a.nC1/
 D 0 (42a–c)
where Equation (42a)–(42c) are the plastic admissibility conditions for the a bem-elements.
The index acharacterizes vectors and matrices connecting the mechanical and kinematical quan-
tities relating to all the active a bem-elements. The Kaa matrix coefficients are derived from the
K matrix present in Equation (34), by extracting the related blocks. Obviously this submatrix, and
therefore its dimension, is subjected to change, for every load step.
In the following equations, the subscript .n C 1/ has been omitted for convenience.
In the hypothesis that, for each h-th bem-elements, the shape function defined in Equation (17g)
regarding the plastic strain modeling is the same as the shape function relating to the plastic mul-
tiplier, that is, h D §pƒh with §p > 0, the plastic strain increment for the a-th active
bem-elements is expressed as
pa D @¢a F Œ¢a ƒa D Ma¢aƒa (43)
where the product Ma¢a is a diagonal matrix (3axa/, each diagonal term being made by a vec-
tor (3  1) and the vector ƒa collecting all the plastic strain intensities of the plastically active
bem-elements.
The solving nonlinear system for all the active a bem-elements is the following:
²
¢a  ¢a  KaaMa¢aƒa D 0
F Œ¢a D 0 (44)
or, in explicit form, using the von Mises yield law and the plastic flow role given by Equation (43):
8ˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆ
<ˆ
ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆ:
¢1  ¢1  K11M¢1ƒ1 : : :  K1aM¢aƒa D 0
.
.
.
¢a  ¢a  Ka1M¢1ƒ1 : : :  KaaM¢aƒa D 0
1
2
¢T1 M¢1  2y D 0
.
.
.
1
2
¢Ta M¢a  2y D 0
(45)
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where ¢a is the stress solution located on the yield surface of the elastic domain of all the active bem-
elements, ¢a is the elastic predictor, and KaaMa¢aƒa is the corrective components (containing
local and nonlocal contributions).
The approximate solution of this nonlinear problem involving all the plastically active bem-
elements, in terms of ¢a and ƒa, can be obtained by applying the Newton–Raphson procedure.
The existence of the solution of the nonlinear problem (45) is guaranteed unless plastic collapse
takes place. In Figure 2, the elastoplastic-contact/detachment procedure is shown. The strategy
proposed in this paper proves to be computationally onerous because it is based on evaluation
of the solution to the elastoplasticity-contact/detachment problem following an iterative approach,
but shows great efficiency and strength and suffers very little from numerical instability problems.
In addition, the symmetric BEM quite significantly reduces the calculus time in comparison with
other formulations based on integral equations because of the closed-form evaluation of all the
system coefficients and, compared with the finite element method (FEM), because of the partial
domain discretization.
Figure 2. Flow chart of the elastoplastic-contact/detachment procedure.
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to show the efficiency of the proposed method some numerical tests were performed under
the following hypotheses: bidimensional bodies, frictionless and slidingless contact, plane strain
condition, perfect plasticity, von Mises law and associated plastic flow rule. The analyses of the two
tests were performed using the Karnak program [32].
4.1. Alloy beam supported on two steel blocks
In this subsection, an alloy beam having a box section, supported on two steel blocks, is shown.
This beam is subjected to a distributed load at the top having an initial value q D 100 daN/m.
In Figure 3, where all the dimensions are expressed in millimeter, the physical and geometrical
characteristics of the structural system are shown.
The presence of the roller as a constraint at the basement of the steel block avoids the rise of
tangential stresses in the support zone of the beam. As a consequence, the structural problem may
be considered as a frictionless and slide-free model. The cohesion value is assumed to be c D 0.
In Figure 4, the discretization utilized is shown in detail:
 The steel support is elastic during all the load process, characterized by only one macroele-
ment having a boundary discretization into elements with constant length p D 50 mm, with the
exception of the contact zone with the beam where the boundary element length was assumed
to be p D 4 mm.
 The alloy beam has elastoplastic behavior characterized by the following: discretization of the
domain through four macroelement (three elements regarding the upper and lower bases of the
beam and one element regarding the stem) only having elastic behavior, and 132 bem-elements,
of which 72 near the support and 60 in the middle of the beam having elastoplastic behavior.
 Discretization of the boundary into elements with constant length p D 50 mm, with the
exception of the contact zone with the beam where the same discretization of the support
was assumed.
The elastoplastic-contact/detachment analysis was performed for this structure having as its final
response a detachment length between the alloy beam and the steel support d D 196.1 mm, which
remains unchanged during all the load process.
In Figures 4(b) and (c), the active bem-elements are shown in grey at plastic collapse: these
bem-elements characterize two large hinges representing the cause of the collapse mechanism. In
Figure 4(d), the strain shape at plastic collapse, obtained by high amplification of the displacements,
is shown.
Figure 5 shows the load-displacement characteristic curve through which the value of the collapse
load q D 884 daN/m was obtained.
200 200 1800
q [daN/m]
200
400 200
50
A
4
Figure 3. Alloy beam supported on two steel blocks. Geometric description.
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active macro-zones
at plastic collapse
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(b)
(d)
Figure 4. (a) Discretization adopted, (b) and (c) active macro-zones at plastic collapse and (d) strain shape
at plastic collapse.
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Figure 5. Load-displacement characteristic curve.
In Figure 6 the horizontal stress distribution ¢x near the middle section is shown for increasing
load values up to the load value before collapse. It is to be noted that when the collapse load is
reached, the plastic zone involves the bases of the beam and a large part of the stem, whereas the
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Figure 6. Stress distributions ¢x during the load process.
Figure 7. Nonhomogeneous system of plates connected by bolts. Geometric description.
elastic zone only regards the central part of the section. In addition, plasticity reaches 11
bem-elements located on each base of the beam.
4.2. Nonhomogeneous system of plates connected by bolts
A system constituted by plates, having different characteristics, connected to one another, is shown
in Figure 7. An alloy plate is connected to two steel plates through four bolts. The system is sub-
jected to traction forces distributed on the upper extremity of the alloy plate, whereas the steel plates
are constrained on the lower extremities. In Figure 7, the physical–geometrical characteristics of the
system are shown. The dimensions are expressed in millimeter.
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Figure 8. Discretization adopted.
The analysis is performed in the hypothesis of a strain plain state because the steel plates can
be considered as a single plate having double thickness. In this way, the alloy plate and the equiv-
alent steel one belong to two different layers. Transfer of stresses from one plate to another is
only ensured by four bolts, the latter being supposed to have infinitely rigid behavior during all the
loading process. These bolts are connected below the alloy plate and above the steel ones.
Moreover, possible friction between the two plate systems is neglected, making the collapse load
lower and therefore, safer.
In Figure 8, the discretization utilized is shown in detail:
 The equivalent steel plate is subdivided into three macroelements having purely elastic behav-
ior; this discretization into three macroelements being necessary to guarantee the uniqueness
of the solution, which typically occurs in SGBEM [25, 33–35] in the case of systems, which
are not multiconnected because of the presence of the holes or openings. In this example, the
uniqueness is guaranteed through a domain discretization having the interfaces, which intersect
the holes.
 The alloy plate is characterized by a domain discretization into 520 bem-elements inserted to
simulate nonlinear physical behavior and three macroelements having purely elastic behavior.
The extent of the potentially plastic zones can be defined either through the preliminary help
of elastic analysis or refining the mesh in an elastoplastic analysis.
 The four bolts are characterized by four polygonal substuctures supposed to be rigid and having
elastic behavior during all the loading process.
Figure 9(a) shows in grey, the macro-zones involved in plastic strain storage immediately before
plastic collapse. In Figure 9(b), the load-displacement characteristic curve is shown, computing the
displacement at the check point A at the top of the alloy plate (Figure 8). The curve show that plastic
collapse occurs for a load value of ˇq/¢y D 0.8781.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9. (a) Active macro-zones at plastic collapse and (b) load-displacement characteristic curve.
Figure 10. Stress distributions during the load process ¢y .
In Figure 10, the variation in the vertical stress distribution ¢y along the horizontal sections inter-
cepting the four holes is shown for different load values. It is to be noted that the highest peaks of
the stress are located close to the four holes but have higher values in the upper holes as the plastic
effect reduces these peaks distributing the stresses in a more uniform way.
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In Figure 11, the other components of stress ¢x and ¢xy are shown along the same sections and
for the same load process.
In Figure 12(a) the strain shape, for a load value ˇq/¢y D 0.75 preceding the plastic load and
characterizing the shearing effect caused by the 4 bolts, is shown.
The Figure 12(b), the equilibrium is shown in the same load condition: the load value and the four
reactions at the contact zones present a very low imbalance, given by Fqy  P4iD1 Fiy D200 daN
with a percentage error of e% D 0.53. It is to be noted that when the load increases and the
plastic effect mainly regard the upper holes, the greater contribution of the reaction moves to the
lower holes.
(a) (b)
Figure 11. Stress distributions during the same load process: (a) ¢x and (b) ¢xy .
(a) (b)
Figure 12. (a) Strain shape and (b) equilibrium condition before the plastic collapse.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a strategy to solve the elastoplastic-contact/detachment problem is shown utilizing
the SGBEM inside the multidomain approach. An iterative strategy, based on the LCP, is used to
solve both the two subproblems of elastoplasticity and contact/detachment. In detail, the elasto-
plastic problem utilizes the well-known self-stress matrix whose characteristics made it possible to
develop a nonlocal and independent path for an active macro-zone approach, through which a major
reduction in the number of plastic loops was obtained.
The contact/detachment problem utilized the well-known Signorini equations, rewritten in
discrete form and solved through the LCP iterative strategy inside the SGBEM multidomain
approach.
In the paper, all the typical advantages based on the employment of SGBEM, that is to say, high
performance, accuracy of results and great stability, are shown.
Another important characteristic of the method is distinguishing the structural system into sub-
structures: macroelements generally having large dimensions, where purely elastic behavior is
assumed, and bem-elements generally having very small dimensions, where plastic strains may
occur. The regularity conditions imposed between macroelements and bem-elements do not involve
numerical instability, because of the evaluation in closed form of all the coefficients of the equation
system, which regulate the two phenomena of elastoplasticity and contact/detachment.
APPENDIX A
In this Appendix the main novelties which make the SGBEM formulation highly competitive will
be shown, including those treated in this paper.
A.1. For all structural analyses
The novelty of the SGBEM formulation lies in having formulated in [26], three typologies of struc-
tural analysis: displacement method, force method and mixed-value method, where the unknowns
are respectively the displacements, the forces, and both the displacements and forces of the interface
nodes between contiguous elements.
A.2. For all structural analyses
The novelty of the formulation introduced in [25] is the following: when the displacement method
is employed and a subdivision into substructures is made, the novelty consists for each substructure,
called a bem-elements, in writing an equation connecting the weighted tractions, evaluated along
the boundary sides and associated with the nodes as a function of (a) the nodal displacement values
of the same boundary through the introduction of a stiffness matrix and (b) the weighted tractions
caused by boundary and body loads. This relation has the same structure as the nodal forces–nodal
displacements relation, written within the finite element theory, but having the advantage that there
is no constraint on the finite element type to be employed, because within the SGBEM approach the
geometry and dimension of the bem-elements are quite generic.
When the mixed-value approach is utilized, as it is in the present paper, a pseudo-stiffness matrix,
which relates the displacements and the weighted forces evaluated on the boundary sides with the
nodal displacements and forces of the same boundary, is employed.
These relations are always utilized in all papers, which use these approaches within the SGBEM.
A.3. For topics regarding the elastoplasticity
The novelty in the elastoplastic analysis introduced in [8] is that in the present paper and in other
papers on the same topic, a substructuring is employed through which the structure is subdivided
into elements, called bem-elements, having the following:
 large dimensions with purely elastic behavior, and
 small dimensions in the zones where the rise of plastic strains is expected.
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Each element having large and small dimensions can have different physical and mechanical
characteristics from the others.
This choice has a double advantage in comparison with the FEM because the number of variables
comes down significantly. Indeed, we observe the following:
 The domain is discretized into elements having small dimensions only in the zones where one
supposes that the plastic strains can arise, and elements having large dimensions where one
supposes that the response is purely elastic.
 The geometry of each element, obtained by discretization, is quite generic.
It could be objected that the assemblage between bem-elements having large dimensions and bem-
elements having small dimensions involves numerical instability in the analysis. This does not
happen because all the coefficients of the equation system are obtained in closed form [29]. This
characteristic is a special quality of the SGBEM in comparison with other BEM methodologies. Fur-
ther, the elements having small dimensions are assembled in restricted areas, called macro-zones.
The plastic phenomenon occurs with a step-by-step process, where within each step the storage
of plastic strains, regarding the bem-elements located in the potentially active macro-zones, takes
place simultaneously in all the bem-elements where the yield domain is violated. At every step, the
updating of the plastic strains and the consequent check of the stress state through the auto-stress
matrix Z, also computed in closed form, are undertaken. The model adopted is a path-independent
one which, because of the strategy utilized, has very low computational cost.
A.4. For topics regarding contact detachment
The novelty in the contact analysis introduced in [15] is that in the paper, the Signorini methodology
is employed for contact detachment between two bodies having elastic behavior, where the simple
check is made by considering appropriate conditions using the following quantities:
 generalized tractions associated with the boundary elements in contact, which can come off;
and
 generalized displacements between separated boundary elements, which can come into contact.
A.5. For the computational aspects
The novelty regarding the computational aspects of the method [32] is the implementation of the
Karnak.sGbem program (about 80 MB with a strong graphic interface), which adopts the symmetric
boundary element methodology, unique in its kind to our knowledge. In order to drastically reduce
the CPU time, all the coefficients evaluated for each bem-elements, whether regarding the boundary
quantities (boundary forces and displacements imposed in the constraint), or those the of domain
(body forces and inelastic strains), are computed in closed form.
A.6. For topics regarding body quantities
The computational novelty in the analysis regarding the domain quantities in [12, 13] is that the
presence of the domain integrals should greatly reduce the performance of the method and should
render fruitless the positive aspects that the method can suggest. Therefore, to find in closed form,
the coefficients regarding the body domain too (body forces and inelastic strains), preliminarily the
transfer of these quantities onto the boundary is made through the radial integral method technique,
introduced by Gao [10, 11], and subsequently the boundary integrals are utilized.
Inside the this strategy, a difficulty arises in computing the coefficients regarding the inelastic
strains because of the presence of the Bui free term, characterized by a domain integral having a sin-
gular kernel. One proceeds through a limit operation on the boundary, thus obtaining the weighted
traction on each boundary element by means of two matrices whose coefficients are computed in
closed form, one of the two matrices regarding the Bui free term evaluated on the boundary, the
second one the slope of the boundary element being examined.
Overcoming this difficulty by using simple matrices makes the method highly effective.
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A.7. The novelty of this paper
Some advantages of the SGBEM method have been shown and applied in this paper, as for example:
 the use of a program where all the coefficients, whether those coming from the domain or those
caused by boundary quantities, are computed in closed form;
 the use of a limited number of variables because it is possible to have elements having large
dimensions with elastic behavior (checked by few boundary quantities) and macro-zones in a
limited number where the elements have small dimensions and elastoplastic behavior; and
 the simplicity through which the contact-detachment process occurs between the boundaries
of two contiguous elastoplastic bodies, involving only the updating of the dimension of each
characteristic elastic matrix of the contiguous bodies by suppressing or adding only rows
or columns.
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